Elisabeth George  
Oral and Written Examinations-Readings List  
Field: U.S. Women’s History  
Field Advisor: Dr. Susan K. Cahn

**Total:** Overviews: 4  
Edited Volumes: 8  
Essays: 60  
Books: 97

**Overviews (3):**


*Journal of Women's History* - volume 24, number 4 (winter 2012) – UN Activist Forum/State of the Field

**Colonial:**


3. Cott, Nancy. *A Midwife's Tale* (1991) --pick a few chapters. What is she doing that’s different?


Essays (2):


**Revolutionary Era:**


Essays (10):


**Post-Revolutionary Notions of Womanhood, Labor, and Gender Relations:**


**Essays (6):**


**Slavery, Civil War, and Reconstruction:**


**Essays (5):**


Feimster, Crystal. “‘How are the Daughters of Eve Punished?’: Rape During the Civil War” in *Writing Women’s History: A Tribute to Anne Furor Scott* (2011), ed. By Elizabeth Anne Payne.

Painter, Nell. “Three Southern Women and Freud: A Non-Exceptionalist Approach to Race, Class, and Gender in the Slave South” (chapter 3) in *Southern History across the Color Line* (2001)

**Gilded Age/Progressive Era/ Twenties:**


**Essays (10):**


Kessler-Harris, Alice. 2 essays from Gendering Labor History (2007)

Kessler-Harris, Alice. 2 essays from A Woman’s Wage: Historical Meanings and Social Consequences (1990)


**Consumer Culture:**


**Essays (4):**


**Prostitution:**


**Welfare State:**


**Essays (7):**


Im/migration:


Essay (1):


Post-WW II:

Edited Volume (2):


Medicine, Public Health, Illness, Birth Control, Eugenics, and Sexual Violence:


**Essays (2):**


**Feminisms:**

**Edited Volume (1):**


**Essay (1):**


**Sex/uality/LGBT Portion:**

*Edited Volumes*: 4  
*Essays*: 12  
*Books*: 36

**Foundational Texts (Published 20th Century):**

**Edited Volumes (3):**


Duberman, Martin, Martha Vicinus, and George Chauncey, eds. *Hidden from History: Reclaiming the Gay and Lesbian Past* (1989)


69. Faderman, Lillian. *Surpassing the love of men: romantic friendship and love between women from the Renaissance to the present* (1998)


**Essays (6):**


**Responses to/Building on Foucault:**

74. McClintock, Anne. *Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest*, (1995)


**Essays (2):**


More Recent (General) Foundational Works:


Challenging (Specific) Theoretical and Historical Foundations:


86. Lancaster, Roger. *Sex Panic and the Punitive State* (2011)


Essays (2):

Stein, Marc. Sexual Injustice: Supreme Court Decisions from Griswold to Roe (2010)—read article

**Case Studies:**


**The Closet/Theory:**


**Essays (2):**

